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!.INTRODUCTION
TORE SUPRA has been designed to study long pulse operation for times longer than the time

required to reach equilibrium conditions in the plasma-wall interaction. The available flux swing
is limited to 15 Wb then the plateau duration is about 12s in typical 1.3 MA ohmic discharges.
This time has been extended to 35 seconds by applying Lower Hybrid (LH) waves during the
flat tap and the current rise. Taking into account the minimumflux consumed to rise the current,
about half of the plasma surface flux is consumed in compensating the resistive losses during
the current ramp 111. So far as the current ramp is performed at low density in the presence of an
electric field, LH current drive is an attractive method to reduce the flux consumption during the
current rise phase. The flux saving and current profile control experiments described in this
paper have been carried out with the assistance of the ohmic primary circuit at a line averaged
electron density varying typically from
ne = IxW19 m'3 to ïie = 2xl019m'3 at
various current ramp-up rates, various
LH power levels and various parallel
wavenumbers. Two large multijunction
launchers allow to couple up to 6 MW at
a frequency of 3.7 GHz.
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2.RESlSTTVE FLUX SAVING

For ohmic plasma discharges, the
resistive voltage is typically Vres=.9 Volt
and remains roughly constant during the
current rise phase. With LH power this
resistive voltage drops and the inductive
voltage tends to increase due to a slight
peaking of the current profile. Fig. 1
shows the tune evolution of the plasma
current, the internal inductance, the line
averaged electron density, the LH power,
the plasma surface flux change and the
resistive component, for ohmic and LH
assisted cases.The change in the surface
flux consumption between the inductive
(OH) and combined OH+LH current
ramp-up comes mainly from the resistive
flux saved and increases with the rf
power level. The current increased from
0.7 to 1.4 MA at arate of 0.4 MA/s while
îie varied from 1 to 2xl019 nr3. Fig.l
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Fig. 3

Fig. 2 shows the resistive flux saving for three various LH powers as a function of the
normalized rf energy input. First, we can note that the amount of resistive flux saved for the
same rf energy is a function of the power level. In other hand, the resistive flux saving for a
given rf power, does not increase linearly with the time integral of the LH power density. These
two results are due to the electric field effect on suprathermal electrons and its dependence on
the rf power and the electron density. By analogy with the definition of the global current drive
efficiency given by Tj8 = ( H6 R Ip AVres )/( P01 V°" ) where AV165= V^ - VgH+1-" represents
the relative loop voltage drop, we have defined an efficiency for the resistive magnetic flux
saving independent of the machine size as :

where K is the plasma elongation and a its minor radius ( K = 1 and a = .8 m in TORE
SUPRA ) A*res is the resistive flux saving ( AO1̂  = AOOH -A<ï>OH+LH ) N0te that the plasma

major radius does not enter in the definition of Cn* as both the flux consumption ( for a given
electric field ) and LH power ( for given LH power and current densities ) scale linearly with R.
Rg. 3, where Cr65 is plotted as a function of the LH power, shows clearly that the resistive flux
saving efficiency is enhanced at low LH powers due to the electric field effect. The resistive
flux saving efficiency, C165, varies between 0.5 and 1.5xl013 Wb/J/nr1 for power PLH < 0.5
MW, and is about 0.2SxIO1S Wb/J/m-l for LH powers, PLH ̂  1 MW, for which the electric
field effect is negligible. The efficiency varies little with the current ramp rates in the range
dip/at = .3 to .8 MA/s. These values, found during the current rise phase are similar to the flux
saving efficiency obtained during the flat top phase.

This flux saving efficiency is consistent with previous experimental JT-60 results/2/and
can be used to extrapolate the potential saving of magnetic flux in ITER. Half of the minimum
resistive flux consumed in the ITER ohmic ramp-up, given by ( CEjimau<) R01 ) / 2 = 35 Wb
( Poynong analysis method ), could be saved in an operating scenario ( I = 22 MA, a = 2.2 m,
dl/dt =.3 MA/s, R0 = 6 m, Kf.L= 2 ) in which a LH energy ELH(GJ) = .7 K ne(1019 m-3), is
injected during the current rise phase.
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Up to date, only half of the resistive flux
was saved by injection of constant LH power
in the current rise because applying to high LH
power can cause a MHD unstable current
density profile at low plasma current level.
However a judicious rf pulse shaping permits
to inject higher rf energy during the current
rise and save larger resistive flux.

3.CURRENT PROFILE CONTROL
The application of LH power during a low

density current ramp-up tends to peak the
thermal electron temperature profile. The
peaking, defined as Te(0)/<Te>, can reach the
value of 4 which is two times higher than the
ohmic one with only 1 MW. On figure 4, we
have plotted the dependence of the electron
temperature profile during the current rise phase

Fig. 4

in pure OH and LH assisted OH cases on three different phasings between adjacent modules,
A<& = -90°, 0° and +90° which correspond respectively to three different n// = 1.4, 1.8 and 2.2.
Simultaneously the total current density profile, as inferred from the internal inductance Ij,
peaks with respect to the ohmic one. Moreover, as indicated in figures 5 & 6, where is plotted
the path of the internal inductance Ii as a function of the safety factor at the plasma edge
q«if(a), the current profile peaking is more pronounced as the LH power is high and the parallel
wavenumber is low. The current profile broadening before the flat top phase is due to the
decreasing of the Iri/I0h ratio when the current and the density increase during the current rise.
For the highest power (PLH = 0-95 MW, <n//>= 1.8) and the lowest wavenumber (<n //>= 1.4,
PLH=0-7 MW), a large amplitude MHD activity is observed. This confirms that in this density
range high phase velocity waves are more centrally absorbed than those with a small phase
velocity. These peaked current profiles are maintained during the flat top phase to a level higher
than in a pure OH discharge as indicated on Rg.7 where are plotted the steady state values of
the internal inductance during the flat top phase for the seven shots shown in Fig.5 & 6.
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A study of the energy confinement time as a function of the internal inductance Ii, shows that
such peaked ciment profiles lead to an energy confinement time higher than the value predicted
by the L-mode scaling law /3/.

In Fig. 8, we have represented the different MHD stability domains in a (diydt,PLH) plane
("MHD" corresponds to a MHD unstable region).These domains are separated by large dotted
transition zones. For a given current ramp rate .5 < dlp/dt (MA/s) < .8 which leads to a MHD
unstable current rise in ohmic regime, the application of a low rf power (.5 < PLH (MW) S 1.5)
reduces the MHD Kink mode as compared to the OH cases. This leads to ramp up the current
inside a MHD stable (qy(a),li) domain at a rate which is larger than the one achieved in the
ohmic operation regime. Unfortunately, for a given ramp-up rate, LH power increasing ( for
example, PLH > 1 MW fbr-dlp/dt = .4 MA/s ) has a strong destabilising effect on the m=2, n=l
rotating tearing mode which increases with the power level, then locks and leads often to a
major disruption or a poor flux saving efficiency. However a quiescent MHD regime can be
maintained by accelerating the current ramp-up when the LH power level injected is increased.
This stabilisation is interpreted as the result of a favourable equilibrium current profile obtained
by combining judiciously a broad OH current density profile controlled by the current ramp-up
rate and a peaked LH current profile controlled by the phasing and the LH power.

4.SUMMARY

Resistive flux saving at densities TJ6 = ( 1 - 2 ) x 1019 nr3 has been studied. High flux saving
efficiency ^65 (0.7x10« Wb/J/m-1) can be achieved for a low rf power (PLH = 0.5 MW) due to
the beneficial effect of the electric field on the suprathermal electrons. However for power
higher than 1 MW, the efficiency is 0.25xl013 Wb/J/nr1. This flux saving efficiency is
comparable to the one obtained during the flat top phase.

The application of the LH power during a low density current ramp-up tends to peak the
electron temperature and current density profiles. The rf power level, the parallel wavenumber
and the current ramp rate allow to control the trajectories of the plasma discharges during the
current rise inside the MHD stable domain in the (qtfa),li) plane.
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